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1. INTRODUCTION
In the mathematical simulation in various fields of science and technol-
w xogy impulsive differential equations are often used 2]6, 13, 14 . This leads
to the necessity of justification of methods for their approximate solution.
In the present paper by means of the monotone-iterative techniques of
w xV. Lakshmikantham 1, 7]12, 15 extremal quasisolutions of a boundary
value problem for a system of impulsive differential-difference equations
are constructed.
2. PRELIMINARY NOTES: STATEMENT OF THE
PROBLEM
Consider the boundary value problem for the system of impulsive
differential-difference equations
w xx s f t , x t , x t y h for t / t , t g 0, T .  . .˙ i
<D x s I x t y 0 . .ts t i ii 1 .
x 0 s x T , .  .
1
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where
w x n n nx s x , x , . . . , x , f : 0, T = R = R ª R , .1 2 n
f s f , f , . . . , f , I : Rn ª Rn , I s I , I , . . . , I , .  .1 2 n i i i1 i2 in
<0 - t - t - ??? - t - T , D x s x t q 0 y x t y 0 , .  .ts t1 2 p i ii
h s const ¨ ) 0.
With any integer j s 1, n we associate two nonnegative integers p andj
q such that p q q s n y 1 and introduce the notationj j j
w x w xx , x , yp q .j jj
¡ x , x , . . . , x , x , y , . . . , y for p P j .1 2 p p q1 p q2 n jj j j~s¢ x , x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y , x , y , . . . , y for p - j. .1 2 p p q1 jy1 j jq1 n jj j
 .According to the notation introduced, the boundary value problem 1
can be written in the form
w x w xx s f t , x , x , x , x t y h , x t y h , x t y h .  .  .˙ p q .p qj jj j j j j j
w xfor t / t , t g 0, Ti
<D x s I x t , x t , x t .  .  . .ts t p qj i j j i i ii j j
x 0 s x T , j s 1, n. .  .j j
 .  .  .Let x s x , x , . . . , x , y s y , y , . . . , y . We say that x O P y if1 2 n 1 2 n
 .for any integer j s 1, n the inequalities x O P y hold.j j
w x n. w x nConsider the set G a, b , R of all functions u : a, b ª R , which are
piecewise continuous with points of discontinuity of the first kind at the
 .  .  . 1w x n.points t g a, b , u t y 0 s u t , and the set G a, b , R of all func-i i i
w x n. w xtions u g G a, b , R , which are continuously differentiable for t g a, b ,
 .t / t and have continuous left derivatives at the points t g a, b .i i
1w x n.DEFINITION 1. The couple of functions ¨ , w g G 0, T , R , ¨ s
 .  .¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ , w s w , w , . . . , w is said to be a couple of lower and1 2 n 1 2 n
 .upper quasisolutions of the boundary value problem 1 if the following
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inequalities hold
¨ O f t , ¨ t , ¨ t , w t , ¨ t y h , .  .  .  .˙  p qj j j jj j
¨ t y h , w t y h 2 .  .  ..p qj j
w xfor t / t , t g 0, Ti
w P f t , w t , w t , ¨ t , w t y h , w t y h , .  .  .  .  .˙  p q pj j j jj j j
¨ t y h . .q j
<¨ O I ¨ t , ¨ t , w t .  .  . .ts t p qj i j j i i ii j j
3 .
<w P I w t , w t , ¨ t .  .  . .ts t p qj i j j i i ii j j
¨ 0 O ¨ T .  .j j
4 .
w 0 P w T , j s 1, n. .  .j j
 .DEFINITION 2. In the case when 1 is a boundary value problem for a
scalar differential equation, i.e., n s 1, p s q s 0, the couple of lower1 1
 .and upper quasisolutions of the boundary value problem 1 are said to be
lower and upper solutions of the same problem.
1w x n.DEFINITION 3. The couple of functions ¨ , w g G 0, T , R is said to
 .  .  .be a couple of quasisolutions of the boundary value problem 1 if 2 , 3 ,
 .and 4 are satisfied only as equalities.
1w x n.DEFINITION 4. The functions ¨ , w g G 0, T , R are said to be a
couple of minimal and maximal quasisolutions of the boundary value
 .problem 1 if they are a couple of quasisolutions of the same problem and
 .  .  .for any couple of quasisolutions x, y of 1 , the inequalities ¨ t O
 .  .  .  .  . w xx t O w t and ¨ t O y t O w t hold for t g 0, T .
 .DEFINITION 5. In the case when 1 is a boundary value problem for a
scalar differential equation, i.e., n s 1 and p s q s 0, the couple of1 1
 .minimal and maximal quasisolutions of 1 are said to be minimal and
maximal solutions of the same problem.
Remark 1. We shall note that in general for the couple of minimal and
 .  .maximal quasisolutions ¨ , w of the boundary value problem 1 the
 .  . w xinequality ¨ t O w t holds for t g 0, T , while for an arbitrary couple of
 .  .quasisolutions x, y of 1 an analogous inequality relating the functions
 .  .x t and y t may be not valid.
Remark 2. If for any j s 1, n the equalities p s n y 1, q s 0 holdj j
 .and the couple of functions ¨ , w is a couple of quasisolutions of the
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 .  .  .boundary value problem 1 , then the functions ¨ t and w t are solutions
 .  .of the same problem. If in this case problem 1 has a unique solution u t ,
then the couple of minimal and maximal quasisolutions of the boundary
 .  .value problem 1 is the couple of functions u, u .
We note that for ordinary differential equations the notion of a couple
of lower and upper quasisolutions and a couple of minimal and maximal
w xquasisolutions was introduced by V. Lakshmikantham 15 .
1w x n.  .  .For any couple of functions ¨ , w g G yh, T , R such that ¨ t O w t
w xfor t g yh, T define the set of functions
1 w x n w xS ¨ , w s u g G yh , T , R : ¨ t O u t O w t for t g yh , T . 4 .  .  .  . .
3. MAIN RESULTS
1w x .LEMMA 1. Let the function m g G yh, T , R satisfy the inequalities
w xm t O yMm t y Nm t y h for t g 0, T , t / t 5 .  .  .  .˙ i
<Dm O yL m t 6 .  .ts t i ii
w xm t s m 0 for t g yh , 0 7 .  .  .
m 0 O m T , 8 .  .  .
 .where M and N are positi¨ e constants, 0 O L - 1 i s 1, p andi
p
M q N pt - 1 y L , 9 .  .  .
w xt s max t , T y t , max t y t : i s 1, 2, . . . , p y 1 10 . 41 p iq1 i
L s max L : i s 1, p . 11 4  .i
 . w xThen the inequality m t O 0 hold for t g yh, T .
Proof. Suppose that this is not true, i.e., that there exists a point
w x  .j g 0,T for which m j ) 0. Consider the following cases:
 .  . w x  .Case 1. Let m t P 0, m t k 0 for t g 0, T . Then from equality 7 it
 . w x  .follows that m t P 0 for t g yh, T . By inequality 5 the inequality
 . w xm t O 0 holds for t / t , t g 0, T . The last inequality together with˙ i
 .  .inequality 6 shows that the function m t is monotone nonincreasing in
w x w xthe interval 0, T . Hence for t g 0, T the inequality
m 0 P m t 12 .  .  .
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 .  .  . w xholds. Inequalities 8 and 12 show that m t ' c for t g 0, T , where
 .c s const ) 0. From inequality 5 we deduce the inequality
0 O yM y N c. 13 .  .
The contradiction obtained implies the validity of the assertion of
Lemma 1 in Case 1.
w x  .  .Case 2. Let a point h g 0, T exist such that m h - 0 and m T P 0.
  . w x4Introduce the notation inf m t : t g yh, T s yl, l s const ) 0. Then
there are two possibilities:
w x  .Case 2.1. Let a point z g yh, T exist such that m z s yl. Let for
w .  xthe sake of definiteness z g 0, T and z g t , t , 0 - k O p. By thek kq1
mean value theorem the inequalities
m T y m t q 0 s m j T y t .  .˙ .  .p 0 p
m t y 0 y m t q 0 s m j t y t .˙ .  .  .p py1 1 p py1 14 .
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
m t y m z s m j t y z .  .  .˙  .kq1 pyk kq1
 .  .  .hold, where j g t , T , j g z , t , j g t , t , i s0 p pyk kq1 i py i py iq1
1, p y k y 1.
 .  .From 6 and 14 we obtain the inequalities
m T y 1 y L m t O m j t .  .˙ .  .p p 0
m t y 1 y L m t O m j t .˙ .  .  .p py1 py1 1 15 .
??????????????????????????????????????????????????
m t y m z O m j t . .  . ˙  .kq1 pyk
 .From inequalities 15 by elementary transformations we obtain the
inequality
m T y 1 y L 1 y L ??? 1 y L m z .  .  . .  .p py1 kq1
O m j q 1 y L m j q 1 y L 1 y L m j .  .  .˙ ˙ ˙ .  .  .0 p 1 p py1 2
q ??? q 1 y L 1 y L ??? 1 y L m j t . 16 .  .˙ .  .  .p py1 kq1 pyk
 .  .From inequalities 5 , 16 , and the choice of the point z there follows
the inequality
pyk1 y L l - 1 q 1 y L .  .p
q ??? q 1 y L 1 y L ??? 1 y L M q N lt 17 .  .  . .  .p py1 kq1
or
p
1 y L - M q N pt . 18 .  .  .
 .  .Inequality 18 contradicts inequality 9 .
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 .  .Case 2.2. Let a point t , i s 1, p exist such that m t q 0 ) m t fori i
w xt g 0, T . By arguments analogous to those in Case 2.1, where z s t q 0,i
we again get to a contradiction.
w x  .  .Case 3. Let a point h g 0, T exist such that m h - 0 and m T - 0.
 . w xHence m t - 0 for t g yh, 0 . By assumption there exists a point t g
w x  .  . w x  .0, T such that m t s 0, m t O 0, for t g yh, t and m t ) 0 for
 .t g t, t q « , where « ) 0 is a sufficiently small number. Introduce the
notation
w xinf m t : t g yh , t s yl, l s const ) 0. 4 .
By arguments analogous to those in Case 2 we again get to a contradiction.
Thus Lemma 1 is proved.
Consider the boundary value problem for the scalar linear impulsive
differential-difference equation
w xx q Mx t q Nx t y h s s t for t / t , t g 0, T 19 .  .  .  .˙ i
<D x s yL x t q g 20 .  .ts t i i ii
w xx t s x 0 for t g yh , 0 21 .  .  .
x 0 s x T . 22 .  .  .
LEMMA 2. Let the following conditions hold:
w x .1. The function s g C 0, T , R .
1w x .2. The functions ¨ , w g G yh, T , R are lower and upper solutions of
 .  .  .  .  .the boundary ¨alue problem 19 , 20 , 22 , satisfy the conditions ¨ t O w t
w x  .  .  .  . w xfor t g yh, T and ¨ t ' ¨ 0 , w t ' w 0 for t g yh, 0 .
3. The inequality
p
M q N pt - 1 y L 23 .  .  .
 .  .holds, where the constants t and L are defined by equalities 10 and 11 .
 .  .  .Then the boundary ¨alue problem 19 ] 22 has a solution x g S ¨ , w .
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that p s 1, i.e.,
 .  .  .t g 0, T . Consider the linear scalar equation 19 , 20 with initial1
 .  . w x  .condition x t ' x 0 s x for t g yh, 0 . Denote its solution by x t; x .0 0
w  .  .x  .We show that there exists a point x g ¨ 0 , w 0 for which x 0; x s0 0
 .x T ; x . Suppose that this is not true, i.e., that for any point x g0 0
w  .  .x  .  .  .¨ 0 , w 0 and any solution x t; x the inequality x 0; x / x T ; x0 0 0
 .  .   ..  .  .  .holds. If ¨ 0 s w 0 , then we choose x t; ¨ 0 ' ¨ t and ¨ 0 s ¨ T .
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 .  .That is why we consider the case when ¨ 0 - w 0 . Then the following
inequalities hold:
x 0; ¨ 0 - x T ; ¨ 0 and x 0; w 0 ) x T ; w 0 . 24 .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .
 .  .We show that there exists a number d such that 0 - d - w 0 y ¨ 0
 .  .  .and for 0 O w 0 y z - d the inequality x 0; z ) x T ; z holds. Suppose
 4`that this is not true, i.e., that there exists a sequence of numbers z ,n 0
 . n. . n. .0 O w 0 y z - 1rn such that x 0; z - x T ; z . Here the functionn n n
n. .x t; z satisfies the equalitiesn
tn. n. w xx t ; z s z q f s, x s ; z ds for t g 0, t .  . .Hn n n 1
0
tn. n. n. xx t ; z s I x t ; z q f s, x s ; z ds for t g t , T .  .  .  .  .Hn 1 1 n n 1
t1
n. w xx s ; z ' z for t g yh , 0 , .n n
where
f t , x s yMx y Nx t y h q s t , .  .  .
I x s yL x q g . .1 1 1
 nk . .4`Hence there exists a subsequence x t; z of the sequencen 0
 n. .4` w xx t; z which is uniformly convergent in the interval yh, T and itsn 0
 .limit x t satisfies the relations
x 0 s w 0 and x 0 - x T . 25 .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  .Moreover, the function x t satisfies Eqs. 19 , 20 with initial condition
 .  .  . w x  .x t ' x 0 s w 0 for t g yh, 0 ; i.e., by inequality 24 the inequality
 .  .  .x 0 ) x T holds. The last inequality contradicts the inequality in 25 .
 .  .Hence there exists a number d such that 0 - d - w 0 y ¨ 0 , and for
 .  .  .0 O w 0 y z - d the inequality x 0; z ) x T ; z holds. Consider the set
V of all such numbers d and introduce the notation d * s supV. Then
0 - d * O w 0 y ¨ 0 26 .  .  .
and
x 0; z ) x T ; z for 0 O w 0 y z - d *. 27 .  .  .  .
From the definition of the number d * it follows that there exists a
 4`  .  .sequence of numbers z such that ¨ 0 - z - w 0 y d *, lim z sn 0 n nª` n
 . n. . n. .w 0 y d * and x 0; z - x T ; z . From the conditions of Lemma 2 itn n
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 nk . .4`follows that there exists a subsequence x t; z of the sequencen 0k
 n. .4` w xx t; z , which is uniformly convergent in the interval yh, T . De-n 0
 . nk . .  .note x* t s lim x t; z . The definition of the function x* tk ª` nk
implies the inequality
x* 0 - x* T . 28 .  .  .
 .  .  .Moreover, the function x* t satisfies Eqs. 19 , 20 with initial condi-
 .  .  . w xtion x* t ' x* 0 s w 0 y d * for t g yh, 0 .
 4`  .  .Choose a sequence of numbers z such that w 0 y d * - z O w 0 ,n 0 n
 . n. .lim z s w 0 y d *. For any number z choose a solution x t; znª` n n n
 .  .of the linear scalar impulsive equations 19 , 20 with initial condition
n. . w x n. .  . w xx t; z s z for t g yh, 0 for which x t; z P x* t for t g yh, T .n n n
n. .From the definition of the number d * it follows that x 0; z )n
n. .x T ; z for n P 1. From the conditions of Lemma 2 it follows that theren
 nk . .4`  n. .4`exists a subsequence x t; z of the sequence x t; z , which isn 0 n 0k w x  .uniformly convergent in the interval yh, T and its limit x t satisfies the
relations
x 0 ) x T , x 0 sw 0 y d * .  .  .  .
and
w xx t ) x* t for t g yh , T . 29 .  .  .
Then the inequalities
x T - x 0 s w 0 y d * s x* 0 - x* T 30 .  .  .  .  .  .
 .  .hold. Inequality 30 contradicts inequality 29 .
 .  .  .This shows us that there exists a solution x t; x of Eqs. 19 , 20 with0
 . w x  .  .initial condition x t; x ' x for t g yh, 0 for which x 0; x s x T ; x .0 0 0 0
 .  .  .  .Introduce the notation g t s ¨ t y x t; x . The function g t satisfies0
the relations
w xg t O yMg t y Ng t y h for t / t , t g 0, T .  .  .˙ i
<D g O yL g t .ts t i ii
w xg t s g 0 for t g yh , 0 .  .
g 0 O g T . .  .
 . w xBy Lemma 1 the function g t is nonpositive for t g yh, T , i.e.,
 .  .  .  .¨ t O x t; x . Analogously it is proved that the inequality x t; x O w t0 0
holds.
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
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THEOREM 1. Let the following conditions hold:
1w x n.1. The functions ¨ , w g G yh, T , R are a couple of lower and
 .upper quasisolutions of the boundary ¨alue problem 1 and satisfy the
 .  . w x  .  .  .  .conditions ¨ t O w t for t g yh, T and ¨ t ' ¨ 0 , w t ' w 0 for
w xt g yh, 0 .
2. The function
w x n n nf g C 0, T = R = R , R , f s f , f , . . . , f . . 1 2 n
w x w x w x w xf t , x , y s f t , x , x , x , y , y , y . p q p q .j j j jj j j j
w x w xis monotone nondecreasing with respect to x and y , monotone non-p pj j
w x w x  .  .  .increasing with respect to x and y , and for x, y g S ¨ , w , y t O x tq qj j
satisfies the inequalities
w x w xf t , x , x , x , x t y h , x t y h , x t y h .  .  .p q .p qj jj j j j j
w x w xyf t , y , x , x , y t y h , x t y h , x t y h .  .  .p q .p qj jj j j j j
w xP yM x y y y N x t y h y y t y h , t g 0, T , j s 1, n, .  .  . .j j j j j j
 .where M , N j s 1, n are positi¨ e constants.j j
 n n.  .  .3. The functions I g C R , R , I s I , I , . . . , I , I x si i i1 i2 i n i j
 w x w x . w xI x , x , x are monotone nondecreasing with respect to x , mono-i j j p q pj j j
w x  .tone nonincreasing with respect to x , and for x, y g S ¨ , w , y O x satisfyq j
the inequalities
w x w x w x w xI x , x , x y I y , x , x P yL x y y , .p q p q .  .j j j ji j j i j j i j j j
j s 1, n, i s 1, p,
 .where L i s 1, p, j s 1, n are nonnegati¨ e constants, L - 1.i j i j
4. The inequalities
p
M q N pt - 1 y l .  .j j j
hold, where
w xt s max t , T y t , max t y t : i s 1, 2, . . . , p y 1 , 41 p iq1 i
l s max L : i s 1, 2, . . . , p . 4j i j
 k . .4`Then there exist two monotone sequences of functions ¨ t and0
 k . .4` w xw t which are uniformly con¨ergent in the inter¨ al yh, T and their0
k . k . .  .  .  .limits ¨ t s lim ¨ t and w t s lim w t are a couple ofk ª` k ª`
 .minimal and maximal quasisolutions of the boundary ¨alue problem 1 .
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 .  .Moreo¨er, if u g S ¨ , w is a solution of the boundary ¨alue problem 1 , then
 .  .  . w xthe inequalities ¨ t O u t O w t hold for t g yh, T .
 .Proof. Fix two arbitrary functions h, m g S ¨ , w and consider the
boundary value problem for the scalar linear impulsive differential-
difference equations
w xx t q M x t q N x t y h s s t , h , m for t / t , t g 0, T .  .  .  .˙j j j j j j i
31 .
<D x s yL x t q g h , m 32 .  .  .ts tj i j j i i ji
w xx t ' x 0 for t g yh , 0 33 .  .  .j j
x 0 s x T , 34 .  .  .j j
where
s t , h , m s f t , h t , h t , m t , h t y h , h t y h , .  .  .  .  .  . p q pj j j jj j j
m t y h q M h t q N h t y h , j s 1, n, .  .  ..q j j j jj
g h , m s I h t , h t , m t . .  .  .  . .p qi j i j j i i ij j
 .  .By Lemma 2 the boundary value problems 31 ] 34 have a solution
which by Lemma 1 is unique for any fixed couple of functions h, m g
 .S ¨ , w .
 .  .  .  .Define a map A: S ¨ , w = S ¨ , w ª S ¨ , w by the equality A h, m s
 .  .x, where x s x , x , . . . , x and x t is the unique solution of the1 2 n j
 .  .boundary value problem 31 ] 34 for the couple of functions h, m g
 .  .  .S ¨ , w . By Lemma 2 the inequalities ¨ O A ¨ , w and w P A w, ¨ hold.
 .  .  .Let h, m g S ¨ , w be arbitrary functions such that h t O m t for
w x 1.  . 2.  .t g yh, T . Introduce the notation x s A h, m , x s A m, h , g s
1. 2.  .  .x y x , g s g , g , . . . , g . By Lemma 1 the functions g x are non-1 2 n j
 .  .positive, i.e., A h, m O A m, h .
 k . .4`  k . .4`Define the sequences of functions ¨ t and w t by the equali-0 0
ties
¨ 0. ' ¨ , w 0. ' w ,
¨ kq1. s A ¨ k . , w k . , w kq1. s A w k . , ¨ k . . .  .
k . . k . . w xThe functions ¨ t and w t for t g yh, T satisfy the inequalities
¨ 0. t O ¨ 1. t O ??? O ¨ k . t O ??? O w k . t O ??? O w 0. t . 35 .  .  .  .  .  .
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 k . .4`  k . .4`Hence the sequences of functions ¨ t and w t are uniformly0 0
w x  .convergent in the interval yh, T . We shall show that their limits ¨ t and
 .w t form a couple of minimal and maximal quasisolutions of the boundary
 . k . . k . .value problem 1 . From the definition of the functions ¨ t and w t
it follows that these functions satisfy the boundary value problems
¨ k . t q M ¨ k . t q N ¨ k . t y h s s t , ¨ ky1. , w ky1. .  .  .  .j˙ j j j j j
w xfor t / t , t g 0, T , 36 .i
w k . t q M w k . t q N w k . t y h s s t , w ky1. , ¨ ky1. .  .  .  .˙j j j j j j
k . < k . ky1. ky1.D¨ s yL ¨ q g ¨ , w .ts tj i j j i ji
37 .
k . k . ky1. ky1.<Dw s yL w q g w , ¨ .ts tj i j j i ji
k . k . w x¨ t s ¨ 0 for t g yh , 0 .  .j j
38 .
k . k . w xw t s w 0 for t g yh , 0 .  .j j
¨ k . 0 s ¨ k . T .  .j j
39 .
k . k .w 0 s w T . .  .j j
 .  .We pass to the limit in equalities 36 ] 39 and obtain that the functions
 .  .¨ t and w t are a couple of quasisolutions of the boundary value problem
 .  .1 . Let u, z g S ¨ , w be a couple of quasisolutions of the boundary value
 .  .problem 1 . From inequalities 35 it follows that there exists a positive
k . .  . k . . k . .  . k . .integer k such that ¨ t O u t O w t and ¨ t O z t O w t for
w x  . kq1. .  .t g yh, T . Introduce the notation g t s ¨ t y u t , g s
 .  . w xg , g , . . . , g . By Lemma 1 the inequality g t O 0 holds for t g yh, T ,1 2 n j
kq1. .  .i.e., ¨ t O u t .
 . kq1. .In an analogous way it is proved that the inequalities u t O w t
kq1. .  . kq1. . w xand ¨ t O z t O w t hold for t g yh, T .
 .  .Let u g S ¨ , w be a solution of the boundary value problem 1 .
 .Consider the couple of functions u, u , which is a couple of quasisolutions
 .of the boundary value problem 1 . By what was proved about the func-
 .  .  .  .  .tions ¨ t and w t it follows that the inequalities ¨ t O u t O w t hold
w xfor t g yh, T .
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
 .In the case when 1 is a boundary value problem for a scalar differential
equation, i.e., n s 1, p s q s 0, as a corollary of Theorem 1 the follow-1 1
ing theorem is deduced.
HRISTOVA AND BAINOV12
THEOREM 2. Let the following conditions hold:
1w x .1. The functions ¨ , w g G yh, T , R are respecti¨ ely lower and upper
 .solutions of the boundary ¨alue problem 1 and satisfy the conditions
 .  . w x  .  .  .  . w x¨ t O w t for t g yh, T and ¨ t ' ¨ 0 , w t ' w 0 for t g yh, 0 .
w x .  .  .2. The function f g C 0, T = R = R, R for x, y g S ¨ , w , x t P
 .y t satisfies the inequalities
f t , x t , x t y h y f t , y t , y t y h .  .  .  . .  .
P yM x t y y t y N x t y h y y t y h , .  .  .  . .  .
where M and N are positi¨ e constants.
 .  .  .3. The functions I g C R, R for x, y g R, ¨ t O y O x O w ti i i
satisfy the inequalities
I x y I y P yL x y y , .  .  .i i i
 .where L i s 1, p are nonnegati¨ e constants, L - 1.i i
4. The inequality
p
M q N pt - 1 y l .  .
holds, where
w xt s max t , T y t , max t y t : i s 1, 2, . . . , p y 1 , 41 p iq1 i
 4l s max L : i s 1, 2, . . . , p .i
 k . .4`Then there exist two monotone sequences of functions ¨ t and0
 k . .4` w xw t which are uniformly con¨ergent in the inter¨ al yh, T and their0
limits are respecti¨ ely minimal and maximal solutions of the boundary ¨alue
 .problem 1 .
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